Camp Augusta: Village Leader Brain
As campers and counselors dream their next quest complete in the days ahead with mysterious old wizards and adventure galore,
you are poised to prepare our heroes for the journey ahead. You live to push dreamers into uncharted realms, bringing the
glimmer of imagination to light as campers and counselors alike embark on treks filled with perilous challenge and fruitful
reward. You are a vital part of happenings each and every day, providing counselors and Village Leaders alike with the tools,
http://campaugusta.org/summer/activities/
support, and resources to make their whimsical and grand imaginings a reality.
Whether ensuring a cabin has the guide and
materials necessary trek through the mountains on a climbing day trip or conjuring a ‘bloodstone’ in time for the cabin activity in
three hours, you live to juggle supply lists with an organized and seamless ease to keep various parts of camp in sync. A logistical
whiz, you also have the opportunity to teach a few activity clinics each day, participate in camp wide games and help improve
communication among the various camp realms, and just maybe throw a bit of oatmeal. Other camps may know you as Program
Director, but at Camp Augusta, you are our Village Brain!

Brain Skills

Brain Tasks

-- Exceptional logistical aptitude
-- Demonstrates a high level of written and verbal
communication skills, organizational skills, and
discretion in handling emotionally sensitive concerns
-- An eye for detail trained to oversee the big picture and
spot potential areas of overlap/concern
-- Commitment to learning, embodying, and upholding
all Camp Augusta leadership
-- Sees activities through a risk mitigation lense, flags
potential risks, and helps create processes to keep
campers and staff safe
-- Actively builds positive relationships with all the
Village Leaders, kitchen, and office staff and positively
contributes to the well-being of camp staff
-- Love for working with and teaching children in
a safe, fun, and intentional manner
-- Finds fulfillment in working with other staff,
meeting their needs and requests
-- Is approachable, helpful, and always in
problem-solving mode
-- Creates and communicates innovative solutions
that solve problems and meets multitude of needs

-- Teaches two or more activity blocks per day
-- Finds joy in the variety of activities and the opportunity
to impart knowledge and facilitate fun
-- Sorts and coordinates the moving pieces of 20 cabins
at a time, including overnight locations and Cabin Acts
(creative activities created uniquely by the individual
cabins)
-- Liaison between kitchen, Village Leaders and
counselors
-- Prepares camper and cabin documents for each
upcoming session
-- Provides logistical support to the four villages
-- Reviews all camp KM to keep counselors and VLs
informed on process changes and important points
-- Understands all cabin activities and presents
potential risks to the risk committee for review
-- Engages with the rest of the camp
community to offer fun, memorable
experiences even beyond the realm of the
Brain (Story Experiences, Special Wake-ups, Cabin
Activities)

http://campaugusta.org/staff/staff-app/
Apply Here!

